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Abstract 
Despite myriad studies, neurophysiologic mechanisms mediating illusory contour (IC) 
sensitivity remain controversial. Among the competing models one favors feed-forward 
effects within lower-tier cortices (V1/V2). Another situates IC sensitivity first within higher-
tier cortices, principally lateral-occipital cortices (LOC), with later feedback effects in V1/V2. 
Still others postulate that LOC are sensitive to salient regions demarcated by the inducing 
stimuli, whereas V1/V2 effects specifically support IC sensitivity. We resolved these 
discordances by using misaligned line gratings, oriented either horizontally or vertically, to 
induce ICs. Line orientation provides an established assay of V1/V2 modulations 
independently of IC presence, and gratings lack salient regions. Electrical neuroimaging 
analyses of visual evoked potentials (VEPs) disambiguated the relative timing and 
localization of IC sensitivity with respect to that for grating orientation. Millisecond-by-
millisecond analyses of VEPs and distributed source estimations revealed a main effect of 
grating orientation beginning at 65ms post-stimulus onset within the calcarine sulcus that 
was followed by a main effect of IC presence beginning at 85ms post-stimulus onset within 
the LOC. There was no evidence for differential processing of ICs as a function of the 
orientation of the grating. These results support models wherein IC sensitivity occurs first 
within the LOC. 
 
Keywords: event-related potential; ERP; perceptual filling-in; subjective completion; 
object recognition, visual evoked potential; VEP 
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1. Introduction
Object recognition is possible despite degraded visual conditions and impediments 
that produce discontinuous or absent boundaries within or between objects. Experimentally, 
stimuli producing illusory contours (ICs) have been used to mimic these conditions (Figure 1). 
Despite extensive research in humans and animals, controversy persists regarding the 
neurophysiologic mechanisms of IC sensitivity and IC perception (Seghier and Vuilleumier, 
2006). 
Three general models vary according to the region considered critical for 
discriminating illusory contours (Figure 2). One favors a predominant role of lower-tier 
cortices (V1/V2) through feed-forward and/or intrinsic long-range horizontal interactions 
(von der Heydt and Peterhans, 1989; Peterhans and von der Heydt, 1989; Grosof et al., 1993; 
Ffytche and Zeki, 1996; Sheth et al., 1996; Ramsden et al., 2001). Another favors higher-tier 
cortices, principally lateral-occipital cortex (LOC), as being the first to exhibit sensitivity to 
the presence of ICs (Mendola et al., 1999; Kruggel et al., 2001; Pegna et al., 2002; Murray et 
al., 2002, 2004, 2006; Halgren et al., 2003; Brighina et al., 2003; Foxe et al., 2005; Brodeur et 
al., 2008; de-Wit et al., 2009; also Lee and Nguyen, 2001; Sáry et al., 2007, 2008). Still others 
postulate that the effects within LOC reflect sensitivity to so-called “salient regions” 
demarcated by the inducing stimuli and containing surface information, but nonetheless 
lacking the bounding contours of illusory contours (cf. Figure 1 in Shpaner et al., 2009). 
According to this model, LOC first performs crude region-based segmentation, followed by 
subsequent illusory contour sensitivity in V1/V2 (Stanley and Rubin, 2003; Yoshino et al., 
2006; though see Shpaner et al., 2009). This model can thus be considered something of a 
compromise between the above models, except that no provision is made for illusory 
contours that lack salient regions as in the case of misaligned abutting gratings.  
Distinctions between these models can thus be achieved by on the one hand 
considering both the locus and timing of illusory contour sensitivity and on the other hand a 
careful selection of stimuli, particularly for non-invasive studies in humans. 
Electroencephalographic (EEG) and magneto-encephalographic (MEG) recordings reliably 
demonstrate effects within LOC at ~100-150ms post-stimulus onset (Murray et al., 2002, 
2004, 2006; Shpaner et al., 2009; Knebel et al., 2011; see also Kruggel et al., 2001; Halgren et 
al., 2003; Ritzl et al., 2003; Kometer et al., 2011), but have generally failed to document 
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early-latency effects within V1/V2 (but see Abu Bakar et al., 2008 for short-duration effects 
estimated within V1/V2); though embracing the null hypothesis remains problematic, 
despite this negative result having been replicated by independent 
experiments/laboratories. Late latency (presumably feedback) modulations in V1/V2 have 
been reported based on visual evoked fields (VEFs) from MEG (Ohtani et al., 2002; Halgren 
et al., 2003). In the case of hemodynamic imaging, evidence for IC sensitivity within V1/V2 is 
similarly unreliable. Some report robust effects (Hirsch et al., 1995; Larsson et al., 1999; 
Seghier et al., 2000; Maertens and Pollmann, 2005; Montaser-Kouhsari et al., 2007), others 
none (Kruggel et al., 2001; Murray et al., 2002; Stanley and Rubin, 2003), and still others 
observed V1/V2 modulations with abutting gratings but significantly less so with Kanizsa-
type stimuli (Mendola et al., 1999). 
Another contributing factor is therefore the choice of stimuli. Investigations in 
animals and humans suggest that misaligned gratings elicit larger response modulations than 
Kanizsa-type stimuli (Peterhans and von der Heydt, 1989; von der Heydt and Peterhans, 
1989; Mendola et al., 1999). However, this appears to depend on the specific region under 
investigation. Mendola et al. (1999) only observed larger effects for misaligned abutting 
gratings within lower-tier visual cortices, whereas equivalent effects across inducer varieties 
were observed in higher-tier regions (see also Montaser-Kouhsari et al., 2007). Thus, 
misaligned abutting gratings may be particularly well-suited for studying the contribution of 
V1/V2 to illusory contour sensitivity; something upon which the present study sought to 
capitalize. Psychophysical data in humans likewise indicate there to be perceptual 
differences between types of illusory contours (Li and Guo, 1995; Gurnsey et al., 1996) and 
as a function of stimulus features in the case of abutting gratings (Soriano et al., 1995). Of 
pertinence to the present study, the strongest perceptions were reported when the gratings 
were oriented either vertically or horizontally vs. obliquely (i.e. with the corresponding 
illusory contour being oriented horizontally and vertically, respectively) and when the inter-
line spacing of the grating was less than ~1° (Soriano et al., 1995; see also Mendola et al., 
1999 for corresponding fMRI evidence). Single-unit studies, by contrast, indicate there to be 
a mixed population of neurons (at least within V2), such that some show invariant 
responsiveness as a function of grating’s spatial frequency and others a return to 
spontaneous activity levels for inter-line spacing above ~1° (cf. Figure 15 in von der Heydt 
and Peterhans, 1989; see also Nieder and Wagner 1999 for evidence in owl visual Wulst for 
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response invariance across spatial frequency changes). Thus, grating orientation but not 
necessarily the spatial frequency of the grating, may be an informative low-level visual 
feature that can be independently varied with the presence vs. absence of illusory contours. 
From a neurophysiologic standpoint, using abutting gratings to induce illusory 
contours is advantageous insofar as line orientation reliably modulates lower-tier visual 
cortices, including V1/V2, in a bottom-up manner (e.g. Sheth et al., 1996; Shapley, 2007). 
When orientation tuning is considered alongside evidence of anisotropic representations of 
orientation as manifested in the so-called oblique effect (e.g. Zemon et al., 1983; Furmanski 
and Engel, 2000) as well as radial biases in orientation sensitivity (e.g. Sasaki et al., 2006), it 
becomes theoretically possible to use differential responses to grating orientation as an 
independent metric of V1/V2 responsiveness from illusory contour sensitivity. This is indeed 
supported by demonstrations of differential responsiveness to vertical vs. horizontal gratings 
within lower-tier retinotopic visual cortices, including V1/V2 (Yacoub et al., 2008; Mannion 
et al., 2010a,b; Aspell et al., 2010; see also Ng et al., 2010 for evidence from the pigeon 
visual Wulst), as well as at early post-stimulus latencies (~80ms post-stimulus; Zemon et al., 
1983; Moskowitz and Sokol, 1985; Koelewijn et al., 2011). By applying electrical 
neuroimaging analyses of visual evoked potentials (VEPs; (Murray et al., 2008) in 
combination with a 2x2 within subject design that varied grating orientation and IC 
presence, we were able to determine the timing, locus, and independence of orientation 
sensitivity and IC sensitivity. We reasoned that orientation sensitivity should provide a 
robust metric of early-latency V1/V2 modulations against which to juxtapose the timing and 
localization of IC sensitivity. 
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants 
A total of 18 individuals participated (9 males; 1 left-handed) in this study, aged 20-34 
years at the time of EEG recording. No participant had a history of or current neurological or 
psychiatric illness. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Data from 3 participants 
were excluded due to poor EEG signal quality. The presented analyses are therefore based 
on a final population of 15 subjects (7 males; 1 left-handed), aged 20-34. 
2.2. Stimuli and Task 
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The stimuli were composed of vertical and horizontal line gratings of 3 different 
spatial frequencies (1, 2 and 3 cycles per degree) that appeared white on a black background 
(i.e. 100% contrast). These were the no contour (NC) stimuli (see Figure 1). The IC stimuli 
were created by misaligning the gratings by half a cycle (i.e. 180° phase offset). There were 2 
possible shapes – a circle and a diamond. When present, the shapes subtended 6° of visual 
angle. There were thus a total of 18 physically distinct stimuli, and the presentation of an IC 
stimulus was twice as likely as that of an NC stimulus (we return to this when discussing the 
analyses of the VEPs). The spatial frequency, grating orientation, and induced shape were 
varied to minimize adaptation effects across trials (Montaser-Kouhsari et al., 2007) as well as 
to reduce monotony or predictability in the stimuli despite the task entailing passive 
viewing. The reader should note that the main analyses were based on a 2x2 within subject 
design, involving factors of stimulus condition (IC vs. NC) and orientation of the gratings 
(horizontal vs. vertical). We excluded the factor of spatial frequency for several reasons. 
First, it would not be readily possible to interpret any main effect of spatial frequency with 
these particular stimuli because changes in spatial frequency were coupled with the number 
of pixels in the stimulus (and hence its physical energy). Second, including spatial frequency 
as a third factor in our analyses would have greatly diminished the signal quality of the VEPs 
because of the inclusion of fewer epochs. Third, VEP studies of spatial frequencies similar to 
those used in the present study (irrespective of the presence/absence of illusory contours) 
have shown effects at ~90ms that are localized (using equivalent current dipole modeling) to 
more lateral occipital cortices (cf. Figure 2 of Melis et al., 2008; Kinemans et al., 2000). By 
contrast, early-latency responses to higher spatial frequencies (i.e. >4 cycles per degree) 
result in effects within more medial occipital cortices, consistent with V1/V2 (Melis et al., 
2008; Proverbio et al., 2010). Thus, it is difficult to unequivocally associate VEP modulations 
as a function of spatial frequency to effects within V1/V2; something critical for the present 
assessment of models of illusory contour sensitivity. Last and most critically, the literature 
provides ambiguous predictions regarding the role of spatial frequency in illusory contour 
sensitivity. On the one hand, single-unit studies in monkeys (von der Heydt and Peterhans, 
1989) and owls (Nieder and Wagner, 1999) indicate that response modulations to illusory 
contours are invariant to changes in spatial frequency (though effects of the absolute 
number of lines have been reported). On the other hand, studies in humans provide 
evidence that spatial frequency can interact with the subjective strength of IC perception 
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(Soriano et al., 1995) and BOLD response modulations within higher-tier LOC (Mendola et al., 
1999). 
The stimuli were presented within the context of an interposed auditory experiment 
that required participants to discriminate human vocalizations from other sound sources 
(Aeschlimann et al., in preparation). No task was required with the visual stimuli (note that 
prior studies from our group have shown nearly identical effects with Kanizsa-type stimuli 
under active and passive conditions; Murray et al., 2002, see also Mendola et al., 1999 for 
results following passive stimulus viewing). Participants were instructed to fixate a centrally 
presented crosshair and to avoid blinking during stimulus presentations. Visual stimuli were 
presented for 200ms. The inter-stimulus interval (ISI) between the end of the sound (2s 
duration) and the visual stimuli (ISI1) varied from 500ms to 900ms. The ISI between the end 
of the visual stimuli (ISI2) and the next sound varied according to the equation (ISI2=1400ms 
– ISI1; ISI2 ϵ [500; 900ms]). The order of visual stimuli within a block of trials stimuli was
randomized, but each stimulus appeared 8 times within each block. Stimulus delivery and 
response recordings were controlled by E-Prime (Psychology Software Tools Inc., Pittsburgh, 
USA; www.pstnet.com/eprime). Stimuli were presented on a 21” CRT monitor at a viewing 
distance of 100cm from the participant. 
2.3. EEG acquisition and pre-processing 
Continuous EEG was acquired at 1024Hz through a 160-channel Biosemi ActiveTwo 
AD-box (http://www.biosemi.com) referenced to the common mode sense (CMS; active 
electrode) and grounded to the driven right leg (DRL; passive electrode), which functions as 
a feedback loop driving the average potential across the electrode montage to the amplifier 
zero (full details, including a diagram of this circuitry, can be found at 
http://www.biosemi.com/faq/cms&drl.htm). 
EEG epochs were time-locked to the presentation of visual stimuli and spanned 
100ms pre-stimulus and 500ms post-stimulus. Epochs with amplitude deviations in excess of 
±80μV at any channel, with the exception of those labeled as ‘bad’ due to poor electrode-
skin contact or damage, were considered artifacts and were excluded. Likewise, trials with 
blinks or other transients were excluded off-line based on vertical and horizontal 
electrooculograms. Data from ‘bad’ channels were interpolated using 3D splines (Perrin et al. 
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1987). Prior to group-averaging VEPs, data were band-pass filtered (0.1-60Hz), re-calculated 
to an average reference, and baseline corrected using the pre-stimulus interval.  
For the 2x2 analysis involving factors of stimulus condition (IC vs. NC) and stimulus 
orientation (horizontal vs. vertical gratings), 6 VEPs were calculated for each participant that 
were each based on the acceptance of ~200 epochs (average across subject; range: 202-206; 
1-way ANOVA: F(5,70)=28.8, p=0.31 based on an analysis that included separate tallies as a 
function of induced shape). There were three stimulus varieties (NC, IC when forming a 
diamond, and IC when forming a circle) and two grating orientations (horizontal and 
vertical). Because preliminary VEP analyses failed to reveal differences between IC 
conditions that formed a diamond vs. circle, we collapsed these data in subsequent analyses 
by repeating the entry of the NC condition in the ANOVA.  
2.4. EEG analyses 
The analyses were performed using the Cartool software programmed by Denis 
Brunet (http://sites.google.com/site/fbmlab/cartool/cartooldownload; Brunet et al., 2011). 
Effects were identified with an analysis procedure, referred to as electrical neuroimaging, 
which quantifies reference-independent global measures of the electric field at the scalp as 
well as distributed source estimations (Michel et al., 2004; Murray et al., 2008). Because our 
previous investigations have reliably demonstrated that IC sensitivity stems from 
modulations in response strength and not response topography (Murray et al., 2004, 2006; 
Foxe et al., 2005; Shpaner et al., 2009), we focused our analyses of the electric field at the 
scalp on the quantification of global field power (GFP; Lehmann and Skrandies, 1980). GFP 
equals the spatial standard deviation across the electrode montage and yields larger values 
for stronger responses (Koenig and Melie-García, 2010). GFP values at each time point were 
compared with a repeated measures ANOVA. To account for temporal auto-correlation, only 
effects (p<0.05) persisting for at least 11 time frames (>10ms) were considered reliable 
(Guthrie and Buchwald, 1991). Nonetheless, to ensure that we did not overlook topographic 
modulations in the present dataset, we also conducted a time point by time point analysis of 
global dissimilarity (Wirth et al., 2008; Koenig et al., 2011). As no statistically reliable effects 
were observed, we do not discuss global dissimilarity in the Results section. 
In addition, we estimated the intracranial sources of the VEPs as a function of time 
using a distributed linear inverse solution (ELECTRA) and applying the local autoregressive 
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average (LAURA) regularization approach to address the non-uniqueness of the inverse 
problem (Grave de Peralta Menendez et al., 2001, 2004; Michel et al., 2004). The inverse 
solution algorithm is based on biophysical principles derived from the quasi-static Maxwell's 
equations; most notably the fact that independent of the volume conductor model used to 
describe the head, only irrotational and not solenoidal currents contribute to the EEG (Grave 
de Peralta Menendez et al., 2001, 2004). As part of the regularization strategy, homogenous 
regression coefficients in all directions and within the whole solution space were used. 
LAURA uses a realistic head model, and the solution space included 3005 nodes, selected 
from a 6 × 6 × 6mm grid equally distributed within the gray matter of the Montreal 
Neurological Institute's average brain (courtesy of Grave de Peralta Menendez and Gonzalez 
Andino; http://www.electrical-neuroimaging.ch/). The head model and lead field matrix 
were generated with the Spherical Model with Anatomical Constraints (SMAC;Spinelli et al., 
2000). As an output, LAURA provides current density measures; the scalar values of which 
were evaluated at each node. Prior basic and clinical research has documented and 
discussed in detail the spatial accuracy of this inverse solution (e.g.Grave de Peralta 
Menendez et al., 2004; Michel et al., 2004; Gonzalez Andino, Michel, et al., 2005; Gonzalez 
Andino, Murray, et al., 2005; Martuzzi et al., 2009). The source estimations were calculated 
for each time point, subject and condition. These data matrices were then submitted to a 
repeated measures ANOVA as a function of time (see also Britz and Michel, 2010). To 
partially correct for multiple testing and temporal auto-correlation we applied an 
significance threshold of p<0.01, a temporal criterion of 11 consecutive time-frames, and a 
spatial extent criterion of 15 contiguous solution points (see also De Lucia et al., 2010 for a 
similar approach). 
 
3. Results 
We would remind the reader that the subjects passively viewed the visual stimuli 
while centrally fixating (i.e. subjects were performing a task on intervening sounds). As such, 
there are no behavioral results to report, though prior work has shown near-ceiling 
performance when discriminating the presence vs. absence of Kanizsa-type illusory contours 
and nearly identical VEP modulations for active vs. passive viewing conditions (e.g. Murray et 
al., 2002). 
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A first level of analysis of the VEP was performed using individual voltage waveforms, 
though we would remind the reader that our conclusions were based on reference-
independent measures. VEPs from an occipital midline electrode (OZ) and a parieto-occipital 
electrode (PO6) are shown in Figure 3. Visual inspection of these waveforms was suggestive 
of two stages of differential responses: first an orientation differentiation (~60ms) followed 
by a modulation as a function of IC presence vs. absence (~100ms). These observations were 
statistically evaluated via a time-point by time-point 2x2 repeated measures ANOVA. There 
was a main effect of stimulus orientation (63-74ms at Oz and 74-112ms and 209-297ms at 
PO6). There was also a main effect of stimulus condition (228-291ms and 355-387ms for Oz 
and 107-143ms and 241-291ms for PO6). There was no evidence for an interaction at any 
latency. 
As described in the Materials and Methods, the VEP data were analyzed using
electrical neuroimaging methods; here principally in terms of reference-independent GFP
waveforms. Group-averaged GFP waveforms from each condition are displayed in Figure 4.
As above, Visual inspection of these waveforms suggests there to be differences as a
function of stimulus orientation followed by effects of stimulus condition. These millisecond-
wise 2x2 ANOVA on the GFP revealed a main effect of stimulus orientation over the 65-
107ms, 128-175ms and 365-400ms post-stimulus intervals. Responses over the initial
~100ms were generally stronger responses to the ‘vertical’ than ‘horizontal’ condition
(Maffei and Campbell, 1970). There was also a main effect of stimulus condition over the 85- 
102ms and 371-387ms post-stimulus intervals, with generally stronger responses to IC than
NC stimuli. There was no evidence for an interaction at any latency.
Given the above GFP results, the analyses of the source estimations focused on the
initial 200ms post-stimulus interval, but were nonetheless carried out over the 400ms post-
stimulus period. The repeated measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of stimulus
orientation over the ~60-90ms post-stimulus period that was located in bilateral occipital
and temporal regions, including the calcarine sulcus, with stronger responses to vertical than
horizontal stimuli (Figure 5; green traces). A visualization of the distribution of this main 
effect is displayed at 66ms post-stimulus onset (green-framed inset in Figure 5). There was a 
main effect of stimulus condition over the ~80-130ms post-stimulus period that was located 
first within left temporo-parietal regions (~80-110ms) and subsequently within right 
temporo-parietal regions (~100-130ms; Figure 5, orange traces and orange-framed inset). 
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Source estimations were stronger for IC than NC stimuli. These regions extended along a 
dorsal-ventral axis to include lateral occipital cortices (cf. Table 3 in Grill-Spector et al., 1998). 
Finally and in general agreement with evidence from MEG for IC sensitivity within the 
occipital pole (and presumably V1/V2) at relatively late post-stimulus latencies (Halgren et 
al., 2003), we also observed a main effect of stimulus condition over the ~280-340ms post-
stimulus period that included effects within the calcarine sulcus as well as lateral and inferior 
occipito-temporal cortices (Figure 6). 
4. Discussion
The present study set out to resolve discordances across extant models of IC 
sensitivity. To do this, we recorded VEPs in response to misaligned line gratings that in turn 
induced the perception of illusory contour shapes. Moreover, by varying the orientation of 
these gratings (both when inducing an IC and not), we could assay responsiveness of low-
level visual cortices. The application of electrical neuroimaging analyses to these VEPs 
allowed us to determine both the temporal and spatial dynamics of IC sensitivity relative to 
that for grating orientation. We show that sensitivity to grating orientation transpires over 
the 60-90ms post-stimulus interval, principally within the calcarine sulcus, and prior to IC 
sensitivity over the 80-110ms post-stimulus interval, principally within the LOC (though later 
effects were observed within V1/V2). There was no evidence for interactions between the 
sensitivity to each of these features. As such, the collective data provide further support to 
models of IC sensitivity within the LOC that in turn mediates subsequent effects within 
V1/V2 (see also Dura-Bernal et al., 2011 for recent computational modeling of IC sensitivity). 
One major advance of the present study is that the illusory contours induced by line 
grating stimuli on the one hand provided an IC vs. NC contrast that reliably modulates 
responses within V1/V2 both when examined using fMRI in humans (Mendola et al., 1999) 
and when recording from single neurons in animals (e.g. von der Heydt and Peterhans, 1989; 
Nieder and Wagner, 1999), and on the other hand controlled for the presence of salient 
regions in the stimuli (this latter point is discussed in detail below). Analyses both at the level 
of surface VEPs and estimations of intracranial sources indicate that sensitivity to grating 
orientation, independent of the induction of illusory contours, occurred during the initial 
stages of visual processing (60-90ms) within regions within the calcarine sulcus and 
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surrounding cortices. This effect coincides with the C1 component of the VEP, which is 
known to include prominent generators within V1/V2 (Clark et al., 1995; Foxe et al., 2008). 
This effect of orientation sensitivity was followed by IC sensitivity (80-110ms) within the LOC 
and extended dorsally into parietal regions (though excluding modulations at this latency 
within the calcarine sulcus; Figure 5). This effect of IC sensitivity was likewise independent of 
grating orientation. Subsequent stages of IC sensitivity (~280-340ms), however, indeed 
demonstrated effects within the calcarine sulcus (and likely V1/V2; see also Halgren et al., 
2003). Additionally, the high temporal resolution of electrical neuroimaging allowed us to 
situate IC sensitivity in time and space with respect to these modulations within V1/V2. This 
collective pattern demonstrates the appropriateness of the stimuli as well as the sensitivity 
of our electrical neuroimaging methods to produce reliable effects within lower-tier visual 
cortices. However, we would acknowledge that despite using 160-channel VEPs and being 
able to detect modulations in GFP, we were unable to document statistically reliable 
topographic (and therefore generator configuration) differences between the horizontal and 
vertical orientations, which would constitute evidence for the sensitivity of surface-recorded 
VEPs to the differential activity of sub-populations of neurons (e.g. orientation columns) 
within lower-tier visual cortices (see e.g. Yacoub et al., 2008 for such evidence based on fMRI 
at 7 Tesla). This sensitivity awaits further advances in EEG/MEG acquisition and analysis 
methods. 
That IC sensitivity occurs first within the LOC is highly consistent with prior VEP 
results using Kanizsa-type stimuli. In a series of studies by our group (Pegna et al., 2002; 
Murray et al., 2002, 2004, 2006; Foxe et al., 2005; Shpaner et al., 2009; Knebel et al., 2011) it 
was shown that IC sensitivity onsets ~90ms post-stimulus within LOC irrespective of contrast 
polarity, modal vs. amodal completion, active vs. passive viewing, and accuracy during IC 
curvature discrimination (see also Brodeur et al., 2008). In all cases, IC sensitivity manifested 
as a modulation in response strength (i.e. GFP) with no evidence for topographic differences 
relative to the NC condition. Parsimony thus favors a mechanism whereby a configuration of 
statistically indistinguishable intracranial generators responds more strongly to IC presence 
than absence, which was further confirmed by source estimations in these studies. This 
pattern accords with findings at the single-cell level in animals (Lee and Nguyen, 2001; Sáry 
et al., 2007), as well as with MEG recordings (Halgren et al., 2003) and functional magnetic 
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resonance imaging (fMRI) investigations in humans (Mendola et al., 1999; Kruggel et al., 
2001). 
The present findings extend this pattern to show that misaligned line gratings elicit 
qualitatively similar effects as Kanizsa-type stimuli in their timing, directionality, and 
localization. Using MEG, Ohtani et al. (2002) described IC sensitivity based on misaligned line 
gratings that manifested as stronger responses to IC than NC conditions over the 80-150ms 
post-stimulus period, which followed overall MEG response onset by 20-30ms. However, 
effects were only reliable in just two of their four subjects. In their seminal fMRI study, 
Mendola et al. (1999) found larger effects of IC sensitivity induced by misaligned gratings 
than by Kanizsa-type stimuli (additional conditions included stereopsis-defined and 
luminance-defined shapes). It will therefore be of interest for future research or meta-
analyses to establish a quantitative metric of IC sensitivity for different varieties of inducers 
based on EEG data. More recently, Montaser-Kouhsari et al. (2007) examined the impact of 
grating orientation on adaptation to ICs as measured with fMRI from four observers. While 
they observed orientation-sensitive adaptation effects throughout visual cortices, they were 
larger within higher-tier than lower-tier regions. This increase across regions was 
furthermore not readily explained by passive transmission of effects (perhaps in a bottom-
up fashion) from lower-tier to higher-tier regions. Instead, they leave open the possibility 
that IC sensitivity and its adaption may originate within higher-tier regions, including LOC, 
and acknowledge the need for measurements with higher temporal resolution. The present 
electrical neuroimaging study provides this temporal information as well as a reasonable 
degree of spatial localization. While we were not able to detect any interactions between IC 
sensitivity and orientation sensitivity here, applying an adaptation paradigm similar to that in 
Montaser-Kouhsari et al. (2007), a wider range of orientations and spatial frequencies, 
and/or other task parameters explicitly requiring attention to stimulus orientation may 
uncover finer levels of interaction between contour and orientation processes. Such 
notwithstanding, the present findings do indicate a degree of successive processing of 
orientation information first within lower-tier visual cortices and subsequently contour 
information within higher-tier visual cortices. 
While the present data clearly support a model of IC sensitivity wherein effects within 
lower-tier visual cortices (V1/V2) are driven by feedback activity from the LOC (and perhaps 
also elsewhere), it could still be contended that it is salient regions of the stimuli rather than 
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illusory contours per se that are being treated within the LOC and that sensitivity to the ICs 
themselves is a function specific to V1/V2 (see Model 3 in Figure 2). This model was initially 
put forward by Stanely and Rubin (2003) based on fMRI results showing equivalent depth of 
modulation within the LOC to Kanizsa-type ICs as well as rounded versions of these stimuli 
that lacked a perception of bound contours, but nonetheless demarcated a rough surface. It 
is worth noting, however, that while their model proposes a differential response within 
V1/V2 to ICs versus these rounded versions, their actual data provide no direct evidence for 
such. Other empirical data examining the effect of distracter inducer arrays on the detection 
of Kanizsa-type illusory contour targets have shown that the progressive presence of a 
distracter illusory figure (i.e. due to incrementally aligning the mouths of the “pacmen” 
inducers) affected late-latency ERP responses (>200ms post-stimulus onset; Conci et al., 
2006). Such data are incompatible with Model 3 in Figure 2, because the progressive 
apparition of illusory figures would be predicted to modulate ERPs during earlier time 
periods consistently documented to be sensitive to the presence vs. absence of ICs (i.e. 
~100-150ms post-stimulus onset; see also Scholte et al., 2008). Similarly incompatible with 
Model 3 are ERP data from Herrmann and Bosch (2001) wherein larger responses over the 
150-180ms post-stimulus period were obtained for Kanizsa-type IC stimuli relative to a 
number of control stimuli, including one inducing collinear illusory borders in the absence of 
an illusory form and associated Gestalt perception. Importantly, all stimuli in their study 
included the same number of collinear inducer lines. Thus, it is unlikely that salient region 
processing or surface segmentation is the principal cause of these ERP modulations. More 
recently, Shpaner et al. (2009) conducted an electrical neuroimaging study with similar 
stimuli to those used by Stanley and Rubin (2003) in their fMRI study so as to directly assess 
this model and its inherent temporal predictions. They found that initial responses within 
the LOC were significantly stronger for IC stimuli than to rounded versions of the stimuli and 
also differed topographically. Because topographic differences must follow from changes in 
the configuration of intracranial generators (discussed in Murray et al., 2008), the processing 
of IC stimuli and salient region stimuli must rely on at least partially distinct brain networks. 
Source estimations performed by Shpaner et al. (2009) indeed indicate that that while 
illusory contour/form stimuli resulted in significant modulations (relative to the no contour 
control condition) in LOC, this was not the case at this latency in response to salient region 
stimuli (cf. Figure 5 of Shpaner et al., 2009). Thus, initial responsiveness within the LOC 
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cannot simply reflect the discrimination of salient regions within the visual scene. However, 
as neither of these studies reported evidence for IC sensitivity (early or late) within V1/V2, it 
is impossible from these data alone to completely dismiss other models proposing 
feedforward IC sensitivity within V1/V2 (cf. Model 1 in Figure 2). Likewise, neither of these 
studies provided evidence for V1/V2 responsiveness to another stimulus parameter against 
which they could situate the timing of (and/or magnitude in the case of fMRI) IC sensitivity. 
Instead, data from Mendola et al. (1999) speak to this issue by showing stronger IC effects 
within the LOC and other higher-tier visual cortices with stimuli with lower spatial 
frequencies (and by extension fewer line endings that could arguably be said to provide 
progressively less information concerning salient regions in the image; cf. their Figure 6). It is 
worth noting, however, that their manipulation of spatial frequency did not affect IC 
sensitivity within retinotopic cortices, including V1/V2. This pattern is consistent with some 
single-neuron recordings within area V2 of monkeys (von der Heydt and Peterhans, 1989) 
and the visual Wulst of owls (Nieder and Wagner, 1999) showing invariance of IC sensitivity 
to manipulations of gratings’ spatial frequency. Such data notwithstanding, it will be crucial 
for future research to conduct appropriate experiments to unequivocally distinguish 
between Models 2 and 3 as represented in Figure 2. Among several ways forward would be 
to parametrically vary the number of illusory borders induced (thereby affecting the 
presence/absence of a perceived form) or alternatively the spatial frequency of the line 
gratings (while also controlling for the overall luminance of and lines present in the 
inducers). In our view, such paradigms should be combined with electrical neuroimaging as 
well as transcranial magnetic stimulation to facilitate causal inferences on the role of specific 
brain regions at specific post-stimulus latencies (e.g. Thut and Pascual-Leone 2010a,b; 
Ilmoniemi and Kicic, 2010; Johnson et al., 2010; Miniussi and Thut, 2010; Zanon et al. 2010). 
In parallel, recent efforts in computational modeling support the role of feedback 
modulations from a layer resembling the properties of LOC (Dura-Bernal et al., 2011). While 
this model was able to detect illusory contours and forms with classical Kaniza-type stimuli, 
it performed unsuccessfully when confronted with blurred inducers akin to those used by 
Stanley and Rubin (2003) to induce salient regions (cf. Figure 5 in Dura-Bernal et al., 2011). 
Such modeling results support the notion that IC sensitivity precedes and may be partially 
independent of surface segmentation. 
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Despite the evidence presented in the current and our prior works (Murray et al., 
2002, 2004, 2006; Pegna et al., 2002; Foxe et al., 2005; Shpaner et al., 2009; Knebel et al., 
2011), as well as those from other independent laboratories (e.g. Herrmann and Bosch, 
2001; Kruggel et al. 2001; Ohtani et al., 2002; Halgren et al., 2003), it may nonetheless be 
contended that IC sensitivity within V1/V2 is sufficiently “small” in its magnitude or number 
of recruited neurons and/or involves a configuration of local generators that obfuscates its 
propagation to the scalp and thus its detection using either VEPs or VEFs (see also Ramsden 
et al., 2001 for evidence of oppositely signed effects in response to illusory contours in V1 
and V2). By this line of reasoning, Model 1 in Figure 2 would account for IC sensitivity, and 
our embracing of Model 2 would be erroneous.  
In this regard, it is worth noting that about half of the neurons recorded in V1 (Grosof 
et al., 1993) or V2 (von der Heydt and Peterhans, 1989) of macaques exhibited IC sensitivity 
and that the magnitude of spiking activity of these neurons was roughly equal to and 
sometimes greater than that observed upon presentation of a luminance-defined line (e.g. 
von der Heydt and Peterhans, 1989; Lee and Nguyen, 2001; though see Nieder and Wagner, 
1999). Such data would suggest that a detectable response reflecting IC sensitivity should 
likely appear in scalp-recorded VEPs and VEFs from humans. Regarding the possibility that IC 
sensitivity in V1/V2 is masked by other, stronger activity co-occurring elsewhere, fMRI 
studies report IC sensitivity within V1/V2 that is of similar magnitude as that in other higher-
tier visual cortices (Mendola et al., 1999; Seghier et al., 2000; Montaser-Kouhsari et al., 
2007). Accordingly, we would highlight the statistically robust IC sensitivity in V1/V2 at 
~300ms post-stimulus onset observed in the present study (see Figure 6) as well as in prior 
VEF studies (Halgren et al., 2003).  
Such notwithstanding, it is therefore of critical importance to consider the latency of 
any IC sensitivity within V1/V2 and to situate such relative to general response onset and 
sensitivity to other stimulus features. The present study and our collective prior works would 
indicate there to be an approximate 40-50ms lag between VEP onset and the onset of 
statistically robust IC sensitivity. This is in strong agreement with studies in animals that 
considered the timing of their effects. Lee and Nguyen (2001) examined the latency and 
laminar distribution of IC sensitivity in areas V1 and V2. They found the earliest effects at 
70ms within supragranular layers of area V2, consistent with a feedback profile (cf. their 
Figure 4; see also Sary et al. 2007 for a similar consideration of timing of IC sensitivity within 
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infero-temporal regions). With regard to sensitivity to other stimulus features, our prior 
work has shown there to be sensitivity to the spatial distribution of Kanizsa-type inducers 
over the ~55-90ms post-stimulus period within parietal regions (Murray et al., 2002; Knebel 
et al., 2011) that is furthermore independent of the presence/absence of illusory contours. 
The present study adds to these findings by showing there to be sensitivity to grating 
orientation over the 60-90ms post-stimulus interval that is localized to V1/V2 and that is 
similarly independent of the presence/absence of illusory contours (Figure 5). As such, we 
consider it highly unlikely that our methods/paradigm suffer from insensitivity to early-
latency effects within V1/V2. Nonetheless, it is clear that additional studies will be required 
to conclusively address these issues, perhaps taking advantage of developments in near-
infrared spectroscopy or the possibility to record intracranially in human patients during pre-
surgical epilepsy monitoring. 
 
5. Conclusions 
The present study combined an optimized stimulus with state-of-the-art analyses of 
scalp-recorded VEPs to provide spatio-temporal information regarding mechanisms of 
illusory contour sensitivity in humans. As such, we were able to disambiguate competing 
models generated from a combination of evidence from humans and animals. First, the 
initial IC sensitivity we documented was subsequent to and spatially distinct from preceding 
effects of grating orientation. This allowed us to invalidate models based on early, 
feedforward sensitivity within V1/V2 (von der Heydt and Peterhans, 1989; Peterhans and 
von der Heydt, 1989; Ffytche and Zeki, 1996; Ramsden et al., 2001). Second, the consistency 
of the present effects using line gratings with our and others’ previous observations using 
Kanizsa-type stimuli (Herrmann and Bosch, 2001; Murray et al., 2002, 2004, 2006) allowed 
us to invalidate models claiming that initial responsiveness within the LOC is due to the 
detection of salient regions that in turn drive IC sensitivity within V1/V2. Instead, the 
collective results support models wherein IC sensitivity occurs first within the LOC. 
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Figure Legends 
Figure 1. Exemplar stimuli. The left column displays examples of phase-shifted (180°) abutting 
gratings oriented either horizontally (upper row) or vertically (lower row) to induce the perception of 
either a diamond or circle. The right column displays examples of control stimuli where no illusory 
forms were induced. Likewise, stimuli varied in their line spacing (1, 2, or 3 cycles/°). Full details of 
the 18 distinct stimuli used in the study are provided in Materials and Methods. 
Figure 2. Schematic of three competing models of illusory contour (IC) sensitivity. For simplicity, only 
3 brain regions are illustrated: lower-tier cortices (V1/V2), the lateral occipital cortex (LOC), and 
parietal cortex. The star in each model indicates the proposed locus of IC sensitivity. Model 1 
supports initial IC sensitivity within V1/V2 that is driven by feedforward inputs and/or local lateral 
interactions. Model 2 supports initial IC sensitivity within the LOC with later effects within V1/V2, 
though does not preclude IC insensitive influences from parietal cortices. Model 3 proposes that the 
LOC is sensitive to salient regions of the stimuli and not to the IC itself, though feedback from the 
LOC is required to effectuate IC sensitivity within V1/V2. 
Figure 3. Exemplar group-average VEPs for parietal occipital electrodes PO6 and occipital electrodes 
OZ. In these plots the red lines represent the illusory contour (IC) stimulus condition and the blue 
lines the non-illusory contour (NC) stimulus condition. Solid lines refer to the horizontal stimulus 
condition and the dotted to the vertical stimulus condition. Below each electrode panel a statistical 
display shows the results of a time-point by time-point repeated measures ANOVA for each electrode 
(F(1,14); alpha ≤0.05; temporal criterion of at least 11 contiguous time-points). 
Figure 4. Group-average global field power (GFP) waveforms conventions for the plots are identical 
to those in Figure 3. The bottom panel displays the results of a time-point by time-point repeated 
measures ANOVA on the GFP (F(1,14); alpha ≤0.05; temporal criterion of at least 11 contiguous 
timepoints). 
Figure 5. Statistical analyses of source estimations over the initial 200ms post-stimulus interval. The 
upper panel displays a time-point by time-point repeated measures ANOVA on the source 
estimations (F(1,14); alpha ≤0.01; temporal criterion of at least 11 contiguous time-points and spatial 
extent criterion of 15 contiguous solution points). The red color represents the main effect of 
stimulus orientation and the blue color represents the main effect of stimulus condition. The bottom 
panel displays the distribution of significant effects at an exemplar instant (left and bottom panel: 
the main effect of stimulus orientation at 66ms; right and bottom panel: the main effect of stimulus 
condition at 100ms). 
Figure 6. Statistical analyses of source estimations over the 200-400ms post-stimulus interval. The 
upper panel displays a time-point by time-point repeated measures ANOVA on the source 
estimations (F(1,14); alpha ≤0.01; temporal criterion of at least 11 contiguous time-points and spatial 
extent criterion of 15 contiguous solution points). The red color represents the main effect of 
stimulus orientation and the blue color represents the main effect of stimulus condition. The bottom 
panel displays the distribution of significant effects at an exemplar instant (the main effect of 
stimulus condition at 306ms). 
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